
KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
LAUNCH A SUCCESSFUL 
REMOTE OR HYBRID-
WORK INITIATIVE WITH 
DIGITAL WORKSPACES.

10 considerations for hybrid-
work success. Services covered: 
digital workspaces, cloud 
desktops, app streaming.
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RESOURCES - Launch a Successful Hybrid-Work Initiative with Digital Workspaces

Risk & opportunity: remote-work 
changes affect the entire team

A recent Harvard Business Review study 
reported >90% of employers responding to 
the survey confirmed a new hybrid-work 
initiative planned for this year. Is this you?

Start with a key reminder: making changes 
to your remote-work environment affects 
every team member in your organization.

Big risk. Big opportunity. A positive outcome 
means better end-user quality of life, net IT 
promoters. Neutral? No change. Negative 
outcome? Everyone is a detractor. This HAS 
to work and work well.

1

Know what you are replicating, 
group end-users wisely2

Considering digital workspaces, cloud 
desktops, or like technology for your long-
term foundation? Group end users by types 
for “golden image” creation. Golden images 
enable management efficiencies: create / 
manage / update one, push out to all.

Take care not to oversimplify when grouping. 
Spending a little extra time and money to 
ensure maximum productivity benefits all.

Develop a comprehensive requirements 
list: workloads / apps, access requirements, 
interaction with sensitive (regulated) data, 
and other components. Then project the use 
case from a remote location. Test if possible. 

Hybrid-work end-user survey:
are you setup for WFH success?3

Now that you know the needs and workloads 
of your team - and how to segment them 
appropriately - it is time to figure out what 
challenges may exist with home/remote use.

Issuing a mandatory, organization-wide 
survey for team members will help fill in the 
blanks with regard to what you are working 
with and how to properly set expectations. 
Focal points: where they work when remote, 
home/public network, network capacity, 
devices on that network, and what device 
they will use to perform remote work.

Will you be able to stay compliant 
with hybrid / remote work?4

Whether you are regulated by HIPAA, PCI-
DSS, GDPR or other controls, it is difficult to 
stay compliant when end users work remote. 
Include personal-device usage in the mix and 
the level of difficulty significantly increases.

The good news is that there are technologies 
out there that help protect employees from 
themselves, reducing this risk.

Conduct a thorough compliance risk / gap 
analysis. The results will highlight areas that 
need the most resource allocation and may 
identify specific compliance user types that 
map to compliance-based golden images 
and additional technology requirements.

Managed Desktop Compliance 
We handle majority of controls for you 

Diverse Compliance Capabilities
HIPAA, PCI-DSS, GDPR, SOC 2 Type II

zLink BYOD Performance Add-on
Keep personal devices in full compliance

100+ User-Level Desktop Controls
Protect team members from themselves

SCHEDULE A DEMO

STAY COMPLIANT WITH
DIZZION DIGITAL WORKSPACES

"...To bring greater business 
value from IT, you have to take 
user satisfaction and your users’ 
needs into consideration, first and 
foremost. It’s about trust and being 
able to meet basic user needs; if your 
users’ basic needs aren’t being met, 
they won’t trust you to introduce 
new, cutting-edge and innovative 
technology, and they won’t use it,”

Simon Chapleau, CEO - Green Elephant
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Remote users need secure access to 
corp data. Will your VPN scale?

One of the most common complaints 
surrounding remote work is slowdown when 
accessing corporate data over a secure 
connection - most often using VPN.

The pandemic stretched VPN’s to their 
limit with entire organizations leveraging 
the tool at the same time, for extended 
periods of remote work. Crashes bring entire 
organizations to a halt.

However you plan on enabling secure 
access, be sure to pressure test beyond your 
maximum projected utilization to ensure 
continuity with unexpected growth and 
protect against DDoS attacks. 

5 Streaming is king with remote users. 
Have you worked out the kinks?6

Streaming applications, video and voice 
while using commodity / DIY virtual desktops 
can yield inconsistent results. And, with so 
much of face-to-face, real-time business 
interaction dependent upon streaming, 
solving this challenge is critical to success.

The majority of cloud desktops on the market 
are not built for streaming. Premium cloud 
desktops offer the integration of GPU’s, 
shared or dedicated, which can help deliver 
more consistent results. Streaming is another 
example of test, test and test some more to 
ensure proper results in an environment as 
close to your projected scale as possible.

Will your media-intense users be as 
productive working remote?7

As with streaming, end users with media-
intense workloads face a challenge when 
working remote. Creating and collaborating 
on media-intense workloads requires heavy 
applications and incredible compute and 
processing power.

Commodity digital workspaces and legacy 
virtual desktops grind to a frustrating halt 
with heavy apps, leaving designers, architects, 
engineers, developers, editors and many 
others unable to achieve maximum success.

Consider segmenting out media-intense 
users as their own user type/s, building golden 
images unique to their needs.

“My favorite thing about Dizzion is that 
it just works. Our implementation was 
painless. Not having to worry about the 
technology allows me to focus on our 
customers.”

READ THE SUCCESS STORY
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Leading Smart Home Services 
Provider Chooses Dizzion
Rapid Growth Strained Talent Pool, Security
• Needed to fill agent positions, slow on-boarding
• Tighten security with partner integration
• Keep customers happy, capitalize on momentum

Dizzion DaaS Complete (1,800 Desktops)
• Reduced BPO on-boarding time by 224%
• Scalability: rapid expansion stages (2X and 5X)
• Exceeded security and performance expectations

https://www.dizzion.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/dizzion-managed-daas-case-study-vivint.pdf
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What accountability tools have you 
provided people-managers?

Prior to 2020, the idea of remote work had 
many detractors. The lack of transparency 
into employee behavior and productivity was 
a top concern.

This lack of employee trust still exists even 
though large-scale, remote work has been 
adopted by companies of all sizes and 
industries as viable. Address leadership 
remote-work detractors by providing a 
strong tool set that gives them the insights 
they need to manage with confidence.

Certain hybrid-work solutions can prohibit 
undesirable employee activity while logged 
in as well as provide usage reporting.

8 How can this project help sustain 
morale, culture with remote work?9

Be sure to include human resources when 
selecting your key project stakeholders. 
Hybrid work threatens work culture and 
employee morale. Fortunately, there are 
numerous applications on the market that 
can be combined to connect teams and 
motivate personnel.

Application choices can also negatively 
affect employee morale, such as heavy 
collaboration applications that slow down or 
crash virtual / cloud desktops while in use.

Working together with HR, you can ensure 
the remote-work environment delivers the 
applications employees need to connect.

Start with the end in mind and build 
for the worst-case scenario.10

Map the evolution of your hybrid-work 
initiative to the three-year strategic growth 
plan to make sure you build with scale in 
mind. Cloud-based solutions offer increased 
agility and elasticity that can be extremely 
useful during periods of unexpected change.

Plan for the worst-case scenario. Change 
is inevitable. Events beyond our control 
can dramatically affect how we conduct 
business and go about our daily lives. Build 
a hybrid-work environment that is highly 
resilient, BCDR-ready and flexible - capable 
of integrating with a wide-range of clouds/
environments with ease.

About Dizzion

Dizzion, Inc. is the leading provider of high-
performance, secure digital workspaces, cloud 
desktops and app streaming. Founded in 
2011, Dizzion’s proven end-user cloud platform 
enables maximum hybrid-work success 
while protecting contact centers, healthcare 
businesses, financial organizations, retail/
hospitality companies ang legal services 
firms with real HIPAA, PCI-DSS, GDRP, and 
SOC 2 Type II compliance. Further digital 
transformation with AnyCloud global delivery, 
multi-cloud integration, zLink BYOD, and C3 
orchestration and analytics.

Work from Anywhere. Business as Usual.

DIZZION  |  Preferred Digital Workspace of the High-Performing Workforce
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MANAGED DAAS SALES PLAYBOOK

WORK FROM [ANYWHERE].

BUSINESS AS USUAL.

Find out more at Dizzion.com


